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NEWS IN BRIEF
Illegal Fireworks Spark Danger
While July 4 is a nationwide celebration, it is also a
time when copious amounts of illegal fireworks are set off. The
County of Los Angeles Fire Code, Title 32, Section 5601.3 states
that it is illegal to store, manufacture, sell, use or handle all forms
of fireworks without a valid permit.
Each year, thousands of individuals risk their safety,
and that of the community, through the use of illegal fireworks
and uncontrolled explosions. Handled incorrectly, fireworks can
lead to severe burns and disfiguration plus millions of dollars
in property loss plus the threat of starting fires. State law fines
at least $500 and/or a year in jail upon conviction for violating
fireworks laws. Those in possession of any fireworks are asked
to turn them over to your local fire department and anyone who
wishes to report illegal fireworks going off in their neighborhood
are asked to call the LAPD West Valley non-emergency number
at 1-877-ASK-LAPD (1-877-275-5273).

Parking Enforcement to Resume on July 6
The Los Angeles Department of Transportation
(LADOT) has announced that beginning on July 6 the City
will resume enforcement for certain parking restrictions that
have been relaxed during the City’s “Safer at Home” orders.
Enforcement will resume for the following previously relaxed
categories: residential street sweeping, peak/rush hour and antigridlock zone restrictions, abandoned vehicles (72-hour rule),
expired registrations and loading zones (white curb) resume
10-minute grace period. All other parking enforcement categories
will continue to be enforced as they have been throughout the
“Safer at Home” order. Additionally, LADOT will continue to
provide free temporary pick-up zone parking signs for eligible
retail and food service businesses. To apply and to check all
current parking restrictions, visit ladot.lacity.org.

Beaches, Piers and Beach Bike Paths
Closed this Holiday Weekend

Beaches, piers and beach bike paths in the city and
county of Los Angeles will be closed this weekend in an effort to
discourage gatherings over the holiday. Although establishments
have slowly started to reopen, coronavirus cases have continued
to rise and the city is taking measures to discourage further
large gatherings that may spread the virus. While beaches will
only be closed for the holiday weekend, indoor dining has now
been banned for an unknown time period. The city has recently
introduced a color-coded system to indicate the current threat level
of COVID-19 from green (virus is eliminated) to red (hospitals
are being overrun). The city is currently as level “orange” which
indicates that there is an “extremely high risk of infection and
residents should take precautions and assume you and everyone
around you is infectious.”

July 4th Flyover Will Wing its Way Over Encino
With fireworks shows
in the valley canceled this fourth,
the planes of the Condor Air
Squadron will bring a patriotic
flyover to Encino Saturday night.
According to Chris
Rushing, squadron president,
four vintage WWII aircraft
will fly over the west valley at
approximately 6:35 pm over
Encino, 6:45 pm over Woodland
Hills and 6:45-6:55 pm over
Calabasas.
The planes are North

American AT6 Texans, singleengined advanced trainer aircraft
used to train pilots of the United
States Army Air Forces, US
Navy, Royal Air Force, and
other air forces of the British
Commonwealth during World
War II and into the 1970s.
The Condor Squadron
is a group of aviation enthusiasts
dedicated to preserving the
memory of those who have
served our country. One of their
main activities is memorial flights

in the restored trainers.
After WWII ended the
venerable old planes were often
assigned to National Guard and
other units for training purposes.
In 1962 several members of the
146th Fighter Group formed the
Condor Squadron as a search and
rescue unit of the Civil Air Patrol.
The Condor Squadron usually
fly formation for parades,
celebrations and memorials. For
more info, visit condorsquadron.
org.

By Miri Rossitto
Oh, what a time to be
alive. 2020 has had no chill from
the very beginning and I am
fairly certain that the rest of this
year has zero intention of slowing
down or quelling
any more curveballs.
From the tragic
helicopter crash that
took the lives of
Kobe and Gianna
Bryant as well as the
lives of seven others
to an impeachment
trial and subsequent
acquittal of our
President,
the
postponement of the
Olympics and a global freaking
pandemic, I can’t believe we
aren’t drinking more! (Kidding
– we are. The week ending May
2nd saw the strongest growth rate
for alcohol at an overall increase

of 25.5%.) These last six months
have been a consistent kick in
the shins, but I truly believe that
we have an opportunity to grow
better and stronger from these
experiences. I mean, isn’t that the

This incredible community of
earnest, honest and hard-working
women and men, stretching from
Adak, Alaska to Lubec, Maine,
are simply being wiped off the
map. It is unacceptable and
heartbreaking and
yet – there are some
pretty
spectacular
Americans working
around the clock to
prevent the slaughter
of
U.S.
small
businesses. Here are
a few:
Santa
Cruz,
California – Fae
Gershenson, owner
of Happily Ever
Laughter, knew that she had
to quickly pivot her children’s
entertainment company of 14
years or it wasn’t going to survive
the pandemic. Fae brainstormed
(continued to page 3)

As American as an Apple Pie Stand

American way? To push forward
through uncertainty, catastrophe,
and conflict? Heck yes it is!!
Right now, millions
of American small businesses
are breathing their last breaths.
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During the Pandemic
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From the Desk of
Assemblymen Gabriel
I am also happy to share
that our office has passed five
bills through the State Assembly,
all with bipartisan support. These
measures include:
*Assembly
Bill
(AB) 2746 — requires strong
accountability and reporting
requirements for state funded
homeless programs to ensure the
most efficient and effective use of
state resources.

Friends-

I hope this note finds
you and your loved ones safe and
healthy.
I am writing to provide
an update from Sacramento
on the State Budget and our
legislative efforts. Earlier this
week, Governor Newsom signed
the 2020 State Budget. I am proud
that our office fought to protect
vital funding for education, health
care, and social services for our
most vulnerable residents.

*AB 2271 — expands
the Sargent Shriver Civil Counsel
Act to provide legal assistance
to vulnerable Californians in
eviction, child custody, and
domestic violence cases.
*AB 3308 — will help
create more affordable housing,
especially for teachers.
*AB 2416 — will
help prevent college students

Apple Pie Stand Cont’d

with her creative director and
from those conversations, a new
business model emerged. In lieu
of her beautiful fairies going out
to entertain at fabulous parties
all over California, instead the
parties would come to the fairies!
Not only would these stunningly
costumed entertainers put on the
most delightful online playdates,
but they also get the parents in on
the action too by hiding a treasure
in the house and thus creating an
interactive experience. Genius!
Savannah, Georgia –
Seven-year-old twins, Kamari
and
Kamera,
decided
to
pursue every American kid’s
entrepreneurial dream and they
opened a lemonade stand. Sadly,
an aggressive stranger questioned
these two lovely little ladies as
to whether they had a license
to sell their delicious lemonade
(insert eye roll here). Well their
father, wanting to be the best
example for his daughters, went
and obtained said permit and
do you know what happened?
People came from all over the
county to buy themselves a cool
glass of “twin-monade”! The line
can last up to an hour!! Happily,
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experiencing homelessness from
losing their federal financial aid.
*AB 2617 — will
strengthen
the
enforcement
of out-of-state Gun Violence
Restraining Orders to help
prevent mass shootings and save
lives.
We look forward to
continuing to work on these bills
as they move through the State
Senate.
In the meantime, we
are continuing to assist Valley
residents with issues related
to
COVID-19,
including
issues related to health care,
employment, and public benefits.
Please remember to practice
physical distancing and to be kind
to each other as we navigate these
challenging times.
Wishing you all a safe,
healthy, and happy July 4th
weekend.
Jesse Gabriel

		
*In honor of the Fourth, laugh along to these family
friendly jokes during your celebration this weekend!
		
*As “The Star-Spangled Banner” began to play, a
dad leaned over to his son and asked, “Do you know how the song
ends?” The son replied, “Play ball”?
		
		
* Do you know where the Declaration of
Independence was signed? At the bottom of course!
		
* How come there are no knock-knock jokes about
America? Because freedom rings!
		
* What do you get when you cross Captain America
with the Incredible Hulk? The Star-Spangled Banner.
		
* The United States is a free country where every
man can do as his wife pleases.
		
* Did ya know? The 4th of July was not declared a
national holiday until 1941.

this family found the sweet in the
sour.
These are only two
examples of how small businesses
can make very big impacts. As
you celebrate this 4th of July,
I would take a moment to think
about what it means to be an
American today. Who we are as
a nation should not be reduced
to political party lines, religious
affiliations or whether you wear
a mask or don’t wear a mask.
Let us do what we Americans
do best and let’s celebrate the
spectacular men and women who
are desperately working to better
their surrounding communities.
YOU have the power to be more
patient, choose kind, and shop
small! And would you do this one
thing for me? Head over to your
local bakery and pick up a good
ole apple pie. It will absolutely
make their day and I bet it will
make yours too.
Miri Rossitto is CEO
of COWE Consulting and can
be reached at 855.435.7484.
Connect with her on LinkedIn@
MiriRossitto and check out
CoweConsulting.com for all your
When the going gets tough, we don't sit on the sidelines. We are working tirelessly,
small business needs.

Wear a Mask
Wash Your Hands

The
Chamber
is
commitment.
seeking out solutions for the challenges we're all facing.

We're always there for you at www.EncinoChamber.org

Catalyst. Convener. Champion.

© 2020 W.A.C.E.
Western Association of Chamber Executives
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Need a Little
Freedom?
When it comes to your health, freedom to choose may be very
important to you. That’s why it could be valuable to have health
insurance that:

• Lets you choose any doctor who accepts Medicare patients.
• Gives you a choice of specialists, with no referrals needed.
• Goes with you when traveling anywhere in the U.S.
With any Medicare supplement insurance plan,
that’s the kind of freedom you get.

Let’s Find Freedom Together
Start by getting more information. As a licensed insurance
agent/producer authorized to offer AARP® Medicare Supplement
Insurance Plans, insured by UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company
(UnitedHealthcare), I’ll review plans with you and answer your
questions to help you find a plan that fits your needs.

CALL TODAY!

Paul Davis

Licensed insurance agent/producer contracted with UnitedHealthcare
818-888-0880
paul@pdinsure.com
AARP endorses the AARP Medicare Supplement Insurance Plans, insured by UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company. UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company
pays royalty fees to AARP for the use of its intellectual property. These fees are used for the general purposes of AARP. AARP and its affiliates are not insurers.
AARP does not employ or endorse agents, brokers or producers.
Please note that you must be an AARP member in order to enroll in an AARP Medicare Supplement Insurance Plan.
Insured by UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company, Horsham, PA (UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company of New York, Islandia, NY for New York residents).
Policy form No. GRP 79171 GPS-1 (G-36000-4).

In some states plans may be available to persons under age 65 who are eligible for Medicare by reason of disability or
End-Stage Renal Disease.

Not connected with or endorsed by the U.S. Government or the federal Medicare program.
This is a solicitation of insurance. A licensed insurance agent/producer may contact you.
THESE PLANS HAVE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS. FOR COSTS AND COMPLETE DETAILS (INCLUDING OUTLINES OF COVERAGE),
CALL A LICENSED INSURANCE AGENT/PRODUCER AT THE NUMBER SHOWN.

AS3073ST

NM A
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A Note From the
By Susan Du Brin
I hope this message
finds that you and your family are
continuing to stay safe and well
through this very difficult time.
The Chamber has spent
the last few months posting on
our webpage information that
is pertinent to the COVID-19
virus, with information ranging
from health-related updates to
small business loans and the PPP
program. We hope that it has
been useful. Additionally, our
board has been reaching out to
the community to see how you
are doing and asking what we can
do to better assist you. Our goal
is to stay connected with you.
We are continuing to
partner with other chambers;
see what programs we can
collaborate on that could help the
Valley, searching for any possible
avenue to generate additional
information.
I
would
like
to
acknowledge our members and
non-profits that have been giving
back to the community for a
variety of generous donations:

Clay Lacy Aviation, Lusy’s
Mediterranean Café, Senior
Resources, Paul Davis Insurance
Services, Suddenly 65, West
Valley
YMCA,
Mid-Valley
YMCA, The Nano CBD Co.,
West Valley Medical Partners,
Gelb Group, Encino Chamber
of Commerce, ONEgeneration,
Child Development Institute,
Van Nuys Airport and CEO
Computers.
These
organizations
have donated masks, delivered
meals to seniors and first
responders, provided food and
supplies to children in need and
their families, provided showers
for the homeless, donated personal
care items to non-profits, donated
proceeds of sales to non-profits,
and provided and distributed
refurbished computers.
This year we have had
two wonderful “Lunchtime via
Zoom” video meetings with our
City Attorney Michael Feuer, and
Capri Maddox, the first Executive
Director of the newly established
Los Angeles Department of Civil
and Human Rights (CHRD).

A Note From the

By Alex Garay
It’s difficult to imagine
that we are more than half way
through 2020 and like many you
may be asking yourself, “Where
has the time gone?”
When the COVID-19
pandemic hit, we, like everyone
else, were told to stop all of
our meetings and time seemed
to just stand still. The Encino
Neighborhood Council (ENC)
however did not stop; we
immediately put out a call to all
dentists in the area asking for PPE
donations and collected masks
and gloves for our frontline
workers. We provided meals
for first responders and frontline
workers. We funded food banks
so those in need would be able to
obtain meals using our emergency
funds. We checked in on some of
our most vulnerable residents by
contacting them with a friendly
hello to make sure they were
aware of valuable resources and
provided a list of open restaurants
that were open for take-out or
delivery.
Neighborhood Councils
started demanding that the City
allow us to meet during the

emergency, although it took
months we are now able to meet
virtually using Zoom webinars.
As
we
all
were
attempting to get a handle on
the pandemic, we then faced the
tragic and unjustifiable death of
George Floyd. In the middle of
a worldwide pandemic, millions
of people across the globe turned
to protesting as we once again
have to deal with racial injustice.
Protesting is a great way to get
a unified voice across to leaders
when change is not just needed
but also demanded by the people.

The safety, wellbeing
and preservation of
our community are
our top priorities.
It became apparent that
not all the people protesting were
there to share a unified voice.
Groups of destructive individuals
decided to turn to looting and
destruction. Even our community
was a target, Encino trended on

LOCAL NEWS

We look forward to our July
meeting with City Controller Ron
Galperin and August event with
Dale Surowitz, Chief Executive
Officer of Providence CedarsSinai Tarzana Medical Center. We
will be continuing these meetings
with our elected officials so stay
tuned for future guest speakers.
During this COVID
pandemic the Chamber has
evolved as the circumstances have
changed. We added a new service
to our members and community,
our Business Recovery and
Revitalization Program.
This site provides the
latest information available
including protocols for business,
medical and dental offices,
restaurants that are available
for delivery or grocery services,
where to get needed PPE supplies,
the latest from our elected
officials and many other services.
It just launched, so please check
our website at encinochamber.
org.
Susan Du Brin is current
President of the Encino Chamber
of Commerce.

social media as a location where
looting and destruction would
occur. After receiving an early
call from the Councilmember’s
Encino Field Deputy we worked
closely with our local businesses
to make sure that they were
aware of the potential threat. The
Councilmember
immediately
requested a robust police presence
in Encino and fortunately the
threat did not materialize. A
peaceful protest did occur in
Encino without incident.
As we move forward and
the ENC’s meetings resume we
will continue to address the issues
and concerns our community
faces. We will work closely
with the City on important issues
that we’re facing; homelessness,
crime, developments and the
effects the pandemic has caused,
and may continue to cause, to our
residents and businesses.
At our June General
Board meeting the ENC approved
encumbering funds from our
current fiscal year to purchase
new signs for Ventura Blvd to
reflect the new restricted parking
times along Ventura Blvd. The
(continued to page 7)
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The Hottest New Commodity? Privacy - Part II

By Andy Takieddine
As the balance shifts
between workers continuing
to telecommute and returning
to their offices, a new set of
challenges will arise.
So
whether
your
company is sticking with remote
work or transitioning to a hybrid
in-office/work-from-home
phased approach, CMIT Solutions
can serve as a technology resource
during these challenging times.
Below are the next five of 10 best
practices for securing your home
office, making necessary changes
to workflows, and keeping
employees and clients safe as
the business world continues to
evolve.

1. Use caution with
videoconferencing.
The use of online
meeting platforms has boomed
over the last two months. With
that exponential increase in
users,
however,
comes a surge in
cyberthreats
and
sabotage.
Bad
actors
have used public
meeting
links
to
crash
online
conversations
with
shocking content or
harassment, so avoid
sharing meeting links
on
social
media,
generate
random
meeting identification
numbers that require
a password to join,
and use host controls
like waiting rooms,
automatic mute, and
screen share limitations
to keep videoconferences safe.
2. Watch out for scams
and phishing attempts.
Aside
from
these
newfangled
attempts,
oldfashioned email, text message,

and even phone scams are still
a part of life. Don’t fall victim
to these by inspecting sender
information in emails and texts,
checking for misspellings or
awkward phrases, hovering over

links before clicking on them, and
staying away from unexpected or
unfamiliar attachments.
The most important
rule of all, though, is that you
should never share unnecessary

personal information in an email.
If someone you know requests
a date of birth, a password, a
wire transfer, or a bank account
number, call them to confirm
before sending.
3.
Stop
suspicious
activity before it spreads.
If you suspect you may
be getting hacked, or you
clicked on something in an
illicit email, immediately
disconnect from Wi-Fi and/
or unplug the Ethernet cord
that is hardwired to your
Internet. This can prevent
the spread of ransomware or
other viruses to connected
networks and devices.
4. Don’t overshare
online.
Many of us are spending
even more time online
during these quarantined
days. But don’t let your
guard down when it comes
to sharing confidential
information. Never tell the world
too much via social media or
unsecured email; some hackers
glean all they need from Facebook
posts and use that to set up social
engineering scams that can

YOUR MESSAGE.
OUR TEAM.
GLOBAL IMPACT.
LET’S GET STARTED. CALL TODAY.
1-800-527-3646

steal your passwords. If you’re
shopping online, make sure any
e-commerce site is secured—
look for “https,” not just “http,” at
the beginning of web addresses,
along with a lock symbol near the
browser bar.
5. Take data backup
seriously.
Whether
you’re
conducting business at home or in
the office, one thing remains the
same: it’s critical to have remote
and redundant data backups
created on a regular basis.

Security experts
predict that by 2021,
cybercrime will
cost the world $6
trillion annually and
that was before the
COVID-19 pandemic
upped the ante.
Those backups should
be monitored and tested for
reliability, and your business
should have a recovery plan
in place so you know what to
do if data loss does occur. If
you’re working from home,
remember that backing up workrelated information to a personal
computer could represent a
breach of compliance. And
with ransomware on the rise,
maintaining a steady data backup
solution is key to surviving a
cyberattack.
Security experts predict
that by 2021, cybercrime will cost
the world $6 trillion annually. And
that was before the COVID-19
pandemic upped the ante, with
data hacks and security breaches
increasing in 2020.
CMIT Solutions has
dedicated itself for the last
25 years to protecting clients
from malicious emails, human
error, and the countless other
cybersecurity problems that affect
companies across North America.
Want to know more
about cybersecurity and privacy?
For professional IT support and
technology services for your
business, visit cmitsolutions.com/
Encino or call (747) 239-2122.
Andy Takieddine is
the current president of CMIT
Solutions of Encino and an IT
executive who has spent over 30
years working for multinational
companies the likes of IBM and
HP.

A Note From the Encino
Neighborhood Council Cont’d

(continued from page 5)
ENC and City Council previously
approved the changes but the
new signs were never purchased.
With Citywide budget cuts it
could take an inordinate amount
of time before the new signs are
purchased and installed – the
ENC approved this motion so we
can make an immediate change
in the community. The funding
request is currently under review
by City Funding.
In addition we selected
our Executive Committee for
the next year. Following are the
selections that were made by the
board:
President: Alex Garay,
Vice President: Victoria Miller,
Treasurer:
Patricia
Bates
and Sergeant at Arms: Lee
Blumenfeld.
The Secretary
position was not voted on as
our Secretary was out ill. This
position will be selected at the
July meeting.
We already have some
important items for our July
General Board meeting agenda
including the introduction of a
Neighborhood Council Disaster
Fund for all Neighborhood
Councils in the City and CF 200692, where it’s been requested
that City Council identify cutting
at least $100-$150 million from
the LAPD’s budget.
As an advisory board,
any motion that passes or fails
turns into a recommendation to

Register for a
FREE Digital
Subscription

Email
“Register Me”
to
EncinoEnterprise
@gmail.com

the City from the Neighborhood
Council.
Our General Board
meetings are usually held on the
4th Wednesday of each month
and we will have other items on
our agenda for the July meeting.
Our committees are
starting to meet as well. The
ENC’s Airport Committee had
their first virtual meeting as they
continue to monitor the concerns
of air traffic noise coming from
the Van Nuys Airport.
The ENC’s Planning
and Land Use Committee will be
meeting on July 14 and the ENC’s
Outreach Committee should be
meeting on July 6. The Outreach
Committee will discuss how
the ENC can continue reaching
out to our residents during these
challenging times and discuss
how events may look moving
forward.
In
2021
all
Neighborhood Councils will
have their elections and it’s never
too early to start planning. Our
Homelessness Committee will be
scheduling a meeting soon to go
over all the latest developments
with the homeless population and
the latest numbers from the point
in time count.
Keep checking our
website for the latest information
on meetings and updates at www.
encinonc.org
Although
virtual
meetings may be here for a while

we will also start planning on
how the ENC may be able to
meet in person since the Encino
Community Center has completed
their renovations! We’re excited
to resume meetings in the facility
when it’s safe to do so.
Even though we’re still
getting accustomed to our virtual
meetings they allow a method to
meet safely and remain active in
serving the community. Virtual
meetings also provide a path
for anyone to participate in the
meeting, whether by watching on
a computer/device or by calling
in – anyone that participates may
speak during public comment
or on an agenda item. We will
continue to serve our constituents
and stakeholders during these
challenging times.
The safety, wellbeing and
preservation of our community
are our top priorities.
For more information
on how you can get involved
with the Encino Neighborhood
Council please visit our website
at www.encinonc.org or you can
email the President directly at
president@encinonc.org.
Follow council updates
on their Facebook page as well @
encinoneighborhoodcouncil.
We look forward to
virtually seeing you at our
meetings – please stay safe!
Alex Garay is the
current President of the Encino
Neighborhood Council.
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BOB’S LOCKSMITH SHOP
COMMERCIAL HARDWARE
Security Specialist

Get a Quote...We’ll Beat It!
(818) 340-0421 (310) 592-8357
LAW OFFICES OF LAURA WHITEFIELD

FAMILY LAW

DISSOLUTION • LEGAL SEPARATION

PATERNITY • CUSTODY • VISITATION
PROPERTY DIVISION
CHILD & SPOUSAL SUPPORT
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

(818) 704-9500 State Bar #174249
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Want to Keep Your Business Healthy?
Call Us
To Advertise at 818-313-9545

Thank you

to doctors, nurses, and
caregivers on the front line!
We thank you for all you do in this unprecedented time!

It’s More Than Retirement. It’s Five-Star Fun.

8138 Woodlake Ave • West Hills
(818) 275-0712 • FairwindsWestHills.com

Absolute Pilates Upstairs
21208 Costanso Street Suite 2
Woodland Hills, CA
818 226-0695
absolutepilatesupstairs.com
- Conni Ponturo

Let’s Get Immune!

By Allie Priore
Hello Encino! How
are you doing? There is a lot
happening in the world right
now and it is taking a toll on
us mentally, emotionally and
physically.
Between
social
justice movements and a global
pandemic, we are bound to feel a
bit worn down, mentally drained
or down right exhausted. There
is so much happening beyond
our control but taking care of
ourselves both physically and
mentally is something we can
absolutely take control of. With
many of us starting to go back to
work or begin exploring this new
normal, it is imperative we do all
we can to stay safe. I wanted to
share some ways you can boost
your immune system from home
to help you feel energized and to
help you stay healthy.
When COVID-19 hit
and we began quarantine I felt
extremely anxious and scared
about it all. I told myself that
since I cannot control what is
happening in the outside world, I
need to focus on what I can control
and put into my body. Thus, I
began a daily regimen consisting
of vitamins and supplements that
I take for my own peace of mind.
Below are my favorite wellness
go to’s for a happy and healthy
body and mind:
1.Vitamin C — Be sure
to consume Vitamin C daily. This
can be from foods that are rich in
the nutrient such as oranges or
you can also buy it in supplement
form either as a pill or a spray to
take on a daily basis.
2. Multi-vitamins —
Take one every day. This is your
basic serving of all pertinent
vitamins your body needs in one
easy dose. There are multitudes
of options out there for you to
choose from. There are some
geared
specifically
toward
women’s health and men’s health.
They come in gummy form or
pill form. Take some time to
look at different brands and see
which one best serves you. This
is a great way to ensure your
body is getting all the nutrients it
is needing in case your diet is not
satisfying all that you need.
3 . M u s h r o o m
supplements — Mushrooms
are basically the most magical
vegetable ever. They work
wonders for your immune system
and are so easy to incorporate into
your daily life. You do not have
to eat mushrooms to reap their
benefits, so do not worry if you
are not a fan. They come in spray
form (it does not taste like the
veggie does), in capsule form or
in powder form that you add into
coffee or shakes. There is even
such a thing as mushroom coffee
for those trying to kick a caffeine
habit. Do yourself a favor and
start adding mushrooms into your
diet.
4. Probiotics — These

are great for your gut health. They
help to maintain the good bacteria
you need to fight against sickness
while helping to clean your gut
of all the toxins it is filled with.
Eating yogurt is a great way to
get your probiotics into your diet.
However if you are like me and
not a yogurt lover (unless it’s
frozen yogurt obviously) then
a capsule form might be better.
Like multi-vitamins these come
in various kinds. I personally
love ones that are geared toward
women’s health instead of a
general one. You may find some
are in a refrigerated section and I
personally like those better since
they have more live cultures in
them.

There is so much happening
beyond our control but
taking care of ourselves
is something we can
absolutely take control of.
5. Elderberry syrup—
What a magical creation of the
world. Elderberry is an amazing
anti-oxidant and so incredibly
good for you. It really helps boost
your immunity and in a time like
this we can use all the boosting
we can get. All it takes is one
teaspoon a day.
All of the above
mentioned products can be
found at your local grocery store,
drugstore or online. I tend to get
mine from Whole Foods because
I trust that the products are as
natural as can be. Some of these
can seem pricey at first but for me
I am willing to spend the money.
You cannot put a price tag on
your life, so while it may seem a
bit steep in the moment just think
of the cost it would be if you were
to get sick.
I know it may seem a
bit overwhelming at first because
each product has so many options.
Do your research, take your time
when you go to shop and find one
that you like best. It may take a
few trips to try different ones out
until you find what you like. Just
remember that it is your body and
you get to decide what you put in
it. Good luck Encino! Stay safe,
stay healthy and be well.
My Products List:
Vitamin C: MyKind Organics Vitamin C Spray
Multivitamin: MyKind
Organics Women’s Once Daily
Multivitamin (also comes in
Men’s Once Daily)
Mushroom supplements:
Host
Defense
Mushrooms
Comprehensive Immune Support
Capsules (also comes in a spray
form)
Probiotic: RenewLife
Ultimate
Flora
Probiotic
Women’s Care (also comes in
Men’s Care)
Elderberry: Any kind of
Sambucus Elderberry Syrup i.e.
Whole Foods 365 Brand
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GET CARE WHEN YOU NEED IT

Life may be
on pause.
Your health
isn’t.

LA IS BETTER TOGETHER
For those who stay in and those who work through the night.
For those who share their food and comfort, their hopes and fears.
For all that you’ve done in this great City of Angels, we see you and appreciate you.
Life may be on pause. Your health isn’t. We’re here to take care of you.
For more information visit
bettertogether.health
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UCLA Connected Health:
Telehealth’s Time Has Come

HEALTH & FITNESS

In 2018, UCLA Health
ramped up its telehealth program,
called Connected Health, to
enable every UCLA health
care provider and patient to

it was during the COVID-19
pandemic that patients and health
care providers embraced the
technology.
“Suddenly,
primary

allow us to provide excellent,
often equivalent, care for many
different patient concerns.”
Besides
assessing
patients for potential COVID-19

communicate via telephone or
web-based technologies. While
no one at that time anticipated
the
COVID-19
pandemic,
UCLA Health leaders believed
telehealth could benefit patients
by providing them with easier
access to care.
Using
the
myUCLAhealth
patient
portal,
Connected
Health
enables physician-to-physician
consultations; remote patient
monitoring; and live, two-way
visits between a doctor and
patient in place of an office visit
(a service that typically is referred
to as video visits).
Prior to the pandemic,
telehealth already had been
adopted in some departments,
such as psychiatry and for posthospitalization
follow-ups,
says Mark S. Grossman, MD,
clinical professor of medicine
and pediatrics, who has helped
oversee UCLA telehealth. But

care doctors were seeking
training to use the technology,
and patients were clamoring for
video visits,” he says. In March,
Medicare and many private
insurers announced they would
reimburse for telehealth visits.
Since then, telehealth visits have
soared. From January to April,
the number of telehealth visits
performed by UCLA Health
increased from 958 in a month to
nearly 80,000.
More
than
1,200
UCLA Health providers are now
trained to conduct video visits.
“We were very lucky to have
this infrastructure in place,” Dr.
Grossman says. “By March 16,
we realized this was going to
be a broad pandemic, and we
needed to get all our physicians
on board with video visits as soon
as possible. We needed to protect
patients, staff and physicians from
potential exposure. Telehealth is
a great way to assess patients in
home isolation and determine if
they need a higher level of care.”
“The
lightening-fast
embrace of telehealth during the
pandemic has likely changed
attitudes about the technology and
service forever,” says Daniel M.
Croymans, MD, a primary care
physician and Medical Director
of Quality for the Department
of Medicine. He expects that
utilization of telemedicine will
increase in the post-COVID-19
era.
“Expanded
use
of
video visits may be one of the
few positive outcomes of the
COVID-19 pandemic,” he says.
“There is a lot you can see with
your eyes, without doing a touchbased physical exam. Video visits

infection, video visits have been
useful during the pandemic to
“meet” with patients, especially
those with chronic conditions
like
diabetes,
hypertension
and mental health disorders, to
provide care and minimize their
risk of coronavirus exposure,
Dr. Croymans says. Video visits
are a critical bridge to ensuring
our patents continue to receive
the best possible care during this
challenging time.

Visit Suddenly65.com to subscribe!

Are You In the Process of
Reopening Your Fitness Studio?
Welcoming Back Clients?
Let Us Help Spread the Word!
Email
EncinoEnterprise@gmail.com
for Special Rates and Editorial Info

Your whitest teeth.
Not in three months.
Not in three weeks.
By tonight.
Introducing Zoom!
Professional Teeth Whitening Centers.
The revolutionary new way
to whiten your teeth.

Now there’s a whole new way to whiten your teeth.
Without spending weeks with a bleaching kit or so-called whitening toothpaste.
Zoom!’s remarkable new technology is so effective, it can safely and gently
whiten your teeth to their ultimate natural whiteness - in just one visit.
And the results are guaranteed to your satisfaction. Just call Zoom! today.
And you could have whiter teeth by tonight.

Joseph P. Sciarra, D.D.S.
22554 Ventura Blvd., Suite 102
Woodland Hills 818.224.2970

From January to
April, the number
of telehealth visits
performed by UCLA
Health increased
from 958 in a month
to nearly 80,000.
“Telehealth adds a
valuable option for patients
to connect with providers and
complements in-person visits,”
says Anne Lin, MD, associate
professor of colon and rectal
surgery and medical director
of telehealth programs at
UCLA.
But the technology has
found a niche that will flourish
even after the pandemic wanes,
Dr. Lin predicts. “I expect that
many patients will have had a
positive experience and that,
moving forward, they will
continue to use telehealth.”
For more info, visit
uclahealth.org/Encino. Reprinted
with permission of UCLA Health.

The Next Encino Enterprise
Is Out July 16
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Don’t Get Burned! Penalties Increased for Illegal Fireworks

By Deputy Chief Jorge
Rodriguez
The Fouth of July
holiday weekend is synonymous
with backyard barbeques, hot
dogs, apple pie and Chevrolet, or
just a good old fashioned family
get together, with an opportunity
to celebrate and cherish the
greatest democracy in the world.

During the month of
June, our Valley has
experienced a 478%
increase in the use of
illegal fireworks.
With that celebration
and tradition also enters another
tradition of the weekend, that for
many seems harmful and fun,
but to most its a huge danger
and annoyance; and that is use of
fireworks.
In the City of Los
Angeles, fireworks are illegal and
year after year, are the cause of
many visits to hospital emergency
rooms or the Grossman Burn
Center, in spite of the fact that
most of our residents believe that

fireworks are safe.
This year is proving
to be more challenging than
others, as we are currently living
in unprecedented times. The
current pandemic that we are
experiencing has forced us to not
only practice social distancing,
but has also forced us indoors and
has caused the cancellation of
the very popular public firework
shows.
In their resolve to
celebrate the holiday however,
many of our community members
have resorted to using not only
the so called “Safe and Sane”
fireworks, but also the ones
manufactured in clandestine
factories. Which brings me to
my point.
During the month of
June, our Valley has experienced
a 478% increase in the use of
illegal fireworks. At all hours of
the day, we are hearing the loud
bangs, tormenting our pets, our
seniors or those veterans who
suffer from PTSD.
Today’s devices are
packed with very powerful
explosive chemicals in which
years ago we heard firecrackers,
now we hear what seems to be a

war zone with 2000 pound bomb
detonations.
Our
communications

and are being launched daily.
As a reminder, ALL
FIREWORKS IN THE CITY OF

Recent haul of illegal fireworks the LAPD confiscated in just one night.

dispatch is inundated with radio
calls, taking away precious time
from our officers to concentrate
on violent crime. Even though
we have made countless arrests
for the illegal possession,
transportation and sale of
fireworks, many of them are still
in the hands of our communities

LOS ANGLES ARE ILLEGAL!
Please be a responsible
neighbor and citizen and forgo the
celebrations outdoors this year.
Enjoy one of the many virtual
shows that will be programmed
in your televisions. Our brush in
the Valley is very, very dry and
the conditions will be HOT this

weekend. Don’t be the cause of
a fire that creates loss or property
or life.
Our officers will be out
in force this weekend and they
will be doing the very hated part
of our jobs; that is to enforce the
law on illegal fireworks and issue
citations worth up to $1,000 in
fines. Please don’t make us be the
bad guys! Be responsible!
Should you want to
report illegal fireworks activity,
DO NOT call 911! Feel free to
use any of the below means:
1. MyLA 311 App from
your smart phone;
2. Call (877) 275-5273
3. HTTPS://Complaint.
lacity.org/Complaint/Fireworks
I urge to celebrate
responsibly and safely this Fourth
of July, by partaking in the many
traditions associated with the
holiday weekend, devoid of the
use of fireworks. This is a time
for celebrating our great nation’s
independence, not a time to be in
an emergency room. Thank you
and have a safe Fourth.
Jorge Rodriguez is the
Deupty Chief of the LAPD Valley
Bureau, and has been serving the
badge for over three decades.

Opening Up Your Business?
Let Us Help You Promote It!

Tarzana Community and
Cultural Center Reopens
Gardens

The lovely garden and museum at the Tarzana Community and
Cultural Center will now be open to the public Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays from 11 am to 3 pm, as well as by appointment. The center
is also available to book your event for this summer, fall and winter, or
for spring and summer of 2021. For more information, send an email
to info@mytarzana.org. The TCCC is located at 19130 Ventura Blvd.

Valley News Group is offering
SPECIAL RATES & STORIES
for local businesses.
CALL 818.313.9545
FOR SPECIAL RATES
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#WestfieldDelivers

brought to you by

Join the Encino Chamber for
a Virtual Fourth of July
Porch Party!
Join the Encino Chamber of Commerce
for a virtual Fourth of July porch party! You
and your family are invited on Thursday,
July 2, from 5 to 6:30 pm to show off your
specially decorated porch (or living room,
backyard, etc) with some festive stars and
stripes!
RSVP
by
emailing
info@
encinochamber.org or by calling (818) 789-4711 and Zoom details will be emailed to you. Break out
the decorations and show your spirit for the Fourth!!

Community Blood Drive
Blood is needed now more than ever! Help the American Red
Cross ensure blood is available for those in need by donating today.
Donating blood makes a big difference in the lives of others and given
current circumstances, donation numbers are down. ONEgeneration at
the Encino Farmer’s Market, in partnership with the Red Cross, will
be hosting a blood drive on Sunday, July 5, from 7 am to 1 pm. To
schedule your life-saving appointment, visit redcrossblood.org and use
sponsor code: ONEgeneration.

Salon Republic Reopens at Westfield
Online booking is now open at Salon Republic
at Westfield The Village to get your quarantined hair
summer ready! New rules and regulations are in place
to ensure safety and will be sent via text to clients
before their appointment. In addition, a $2 increase
has been added to each menu item to help cover
costs of COVID-19 measures. Clients will be asked
to wait in their car until ready, have their temperature
taken, wear a mask and sign a waiver prior to each
appointment. Book now at salonrepublic.com/thevillage.

Comedy Night!

Share some laughter with Tarzana Community and Cultural
Center and The West Valley Warner Center Chamber of Commerce
on Friday, July 17 at 7 pm as they join forces to bring you “Comedy
and Connecting with Tarzana’s Biggest Fans.” This joint fundraiser
features renowned comedians Jason Love, Kira Soltanovich and Carlos
Oscar. Tickets are just $20 and proceeds benefit TCCC and the WVWC
Chamber of Commerce. For more details and the link to purchase
tickets, visit woodlandhillscc.net/readpost.php?news_id=9631.

Total Woman Now Open!

Total Woman Gym & Spa is excited to welcome
customers back to the gym at Westfield Topanga and the
Village. While the spa remains closed for the timebeing,
guests are welcome back to enjoy gym equipment and get
back into their routine! Contact the gym at 818.710.7606 or
visit their website at totalwomanspa.com to see the safety
measures being implemented.

Apple Lululemon
H&M Lucille’s BBQ

Storytime at the Encino-Tarzana Library

Children ages five and under are invited to join the EncinoTarzana Library on Wednesday, July 15, at 9:30 am for the creative
singing, dancing and storytelling world of Rebecca from Dream
Shapers! Children can participate and learn during this 45-minute
storytime program. For access to the Zoom program, please email
ecalla@lapl.org.

Sephora Claire’s
MAC Cosmetics Express
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Those Summer Nights

By Britt Campbell
Summer in the San
Fernando Valley is one of
my favorite times of the year.
Evenings are long, the heat burns
off, and the sky holds some
fantastic sunsets of pink and
purple.
While the sun may
be setting on a typical summer
here Encino, the Valley Cultural
Foundation (VCF) has been
busy working hard to keep arts
and culture alive amidst social
distancing county regulations.
The VCF is the
traditional organizer of the
beloved Concerts on the Green
enjoyed by more than 140,000
Valley residents each year. As
with other major concerts in Los
Angeles, this year Concerts on the
Green has been cancelled. Rather
than give up on an audience they
have been serving since their
foundation in 1975, VCF has
been approved to hold Drive-Up
Movies at the Disabled American
Veterans located at 6543 Corbin
Avenue 91367.

Truly, what is more
emblematic of an “American
Blue Jean Night” than a Drive-Up
movie screening, complete with a
21st-century modified carhop?
Nostalgia enthusiasts don’t get
too ahead of yourself, this food
service involves no delivery
via roller stakes or otherwise.
VCF has figured out how to use
a popular staple in outdoor film

concessions now a staple of our
theater experience.
Upon arrival a food truck
menu will be presented to each
vehicle with text to order and pick
up instructions displayed. Now
here’s where I imagine Marty
McFly thrown into the future,
and wondering: why the masks
(which will be required when you
are outside your vehicle), why the
6 feet of social distance (which
must be maintained between
you and others) and I personally
don’t think he’d be able to get the
whole iPhone text/pick-up down
either.
Luckily for us Encino it
really seems like VCF has done
the strategic thinking. In fact,
Nora Ross, CEO of VCF, in a
press release on June 22, hopes
these “events will provide our
attendees with an evening out
with family and friends while
keeping socially responsible yet
getting back to our new normal.”
To keep the spirit of
Concerts on the Green alive each
event will begin with an emerging
artist performance at 7:45 pm, all
artists are currently TBD.
Drive-up movies will
be limited to 75 vehicles per
event. Reservations can be
made at
www.valleycultural.
org, and there is a $5 refundable
reservation fee that is returned
upon arrival. Movies begin after
dusk, and restroom facilities will
be available on-site.
While many of the films
selected: “Arctic Dogs,” “The
Secret Life of Pets 2,” “Trolls,”
“Playing With Fire,” and “Home”
seem geared towards a family
audience there are a few cult
classics: “The Breakfast Club”
and “Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.”
One
selection,

screenings, food trucks, to still
offer attendees the expected

“A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood” seems a poignant

The Drive-Up series seems
like a gift from a bygone
era to keep some essence
of summer in the Valley
this year.

choice for the Drive-Up series
which seems like a gift from a
bygone era to keep some essence
of summer in the Valley this year.
Full schedule of movies
and dates are available at www.
valleycultural.org.
Britt Campbell is a
second generation Angeleno
who lives in the SFV. Having
completed a BA in Art History,
Britt currently works at The
Autry Museum in Los Angeles.

What is “Good Deeds” for
$500,000 Alex?

“Jeopardy” game show host Alex Trebek has once again
made a significant donation to Hope of the Valley Rescue Mission.
Trebek gave the organization $500,000 to help the nonprofit build a
new facility called Hope Central. His previous donation of $100,000
went towards building an 85-bed shelter in North Hollywood. The
shelter’s multipurpose room is named for Alex Trebek and his wife
Jean. Hope of the Valley CEO Ken Craft said of Trebek, “He’s one of
the kindest, most sincere, generous, thoughtful people I’ve ever met and selfless.”
The mission of Hope of the Valley is to attract people and
resources to assist in meeting the needs of every hungry and homeless
man, woman and child in the valley. The new Hope Central will be
headquarters for the organization’s 15 satellite locations.
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REAL ESTATE

REALTORS
Showcase Your Hot Properties
Here!
Call 818-313-9545
Need to Find a
Better Place to
Call Home?
Tired of climbing stairs? Does your home
require too much maintenance?
“Selling your home is more than just selling a house.
It’s about helping you find a better place to call home.
My personalized care has helped many seniors find
their most ideal living environments.”
Call me today to help you or your loved one find
your next dream home and a much better living
environment! Helping first-time buyers to seniors!
CalDRE #01990544

I’m Your Certified Seniors
Real Estate Specialist.®

Kevin Pike
REALTOR®
(818) 571-1508
KevinPike@ColdwellBanker.com

Nighttrek: What to See in
the July Sky

By Neil Simmons
The highlight of July is
the penumbral lunar eclipse on
July 4.
If you
look after 9:45
pm, a light
shadow
will
come over part
of the Moon’s
surface. It will
last over an hour.
The Moon will
not be as dark
as in a regular
eclipse.
On
average
there
are two lunar
eclipses a year.
Most last two
hours or longer.
J u l y
will
welcome
back the giant
planet Jupiter.
Jupiter will be
dazzling in the
southeast after 10 pm. It will be
the brightest object in the night
sky.
To the left of Jupiter will
be another bright planet, Saturn.
If you have access to a telescope,
Saturn’s beautiful rings can been
seen.
FUN FACT:
The
biggest Moon of Saturn is named
Titan. It is moving away from
Saturn at an astonishing rate and
astronomers are not sure why.
DAWN PATROL: In
July, three of the “naked eye”

planets can be seen before dawn
which is from 4 am to about 5:15
am.

have been 56 missions to Mars
from many different countries;
however, only 26 have been
successful.
One
of
the
greatest
constellations
and
also
a
Zodiac
sign,
Scorpius,
is
back in July.
Look in the
southeast
to
see this giant
formation
of stars.
A
bright red star
within
the
constellation,
Antares, is easy
to spot in this
star formation.
The famous
Ursa
Major
constellation,
better known as

Mars is getting brighter
and brighter as Earth comes
closer to the red planet. Look for
Mars on July 11 as the Moon will
be next to the red planet.
On July 17, the Moon
will be next to Venus before
dawn.
July 22 will be the best
time to view the planet Mercury
in the east.

the Big Dipper, will be hanging
down from its handle in the north
and is easy to see in July.
Each night in July look
in the east to see three bright stars
that form the famous “Summer
Triangle.” This group of stars are
up for the rest of the year all the
way to December!
July is a great month
for seeing satellites in the night
sky. If you look up after 9 pm
one should be spotted every five
minutes since there are over
30,000 satellites orbiting the
Earth. Remember there are no
blinking lights on a satellite.
Also, there is a better chance to
see a rogue meteorite in July.
When not star gazing,
Neill Simmons is a Wealth
Advisor with LPL Financial in
Woodland Hills. If you have any
astronomy or financial questions,
he may be reached at 818-9362626 or neill.simmons@lpl.com.
Follow Nighttrek on Facebook at
@Nighttrek.

The biggest Moon of
Saturn is named Titan
which moving away
from Saturn at an
astonishing rate and
astronomers are not
sure why.

NASA is launching a
new rover to Mars in July. China
is also launching a Mars Rover in
July. The United Arab Emirates
is also sending a probe to Mars
from a launch pad in Japan. All
of these events are because Mars
and Earth will be at their closest
point this coming October.
Interestingly,
there

Stay Safe
and Stargaze!

Current Market Trends In Real
Estate during COVID-19
By Kevin Pike
The period from March
through June has felt like an
eternity!
So much of our lives
has changed, but hopefully not
forever, just until this
pandemic runs its course
and fizzes out if indeed
it does. What has not
changed? The timeless
and permanent need for
shelter.
While
the
current inventory has
shrunk
tremendously
since March, the demand
seems to have remained
the same. This makes
for more buyers in the
market than available
homes.
In comparison
to last year, the numbers
show that home sales
from March to June have
been reduced almost in half! This
isn’t due to the lack of demand,
but primarily to the lack of
available inventory.
Once we were required
to shelter in place, people who
were contemplating listing their
homes have decided to hold off
until the end of this pandemic.
This in turn has created bidding
wars, driving prices through the
roof.
How does this translate

for people thinking about buying
or selling their homes? Let’s take
a look and see…
For
home
owners
thinking about selling, this is one
of the absolute best times to sell

as prices are being kept high by
the lack of inventory. Bidding
wars will almost assurdedly boost
your final sale price to higher than
expected levels.
For those thinking about
buying? Well, that depends on
your intentions. If you’re looking
to buy for the long term, I tell my
clients there is rarely a bad time
to buy. Prices will most likely
continue to escalate, even if at a
slower rate than currently.

If on the other hand,
you’re thinking of buying
as an investment, it may be
wise to wait until prices come
down a little, or for a possible
economic downturn. This
is certainly not the best
time to buy and flip,
unless you’re able find an
amazing buy at below fair
market price. In today’s
market that is going to be
quite a challenge.
Overall, if you have
any interest in selling,
the current time may
very well be the very best
time to list your property
and sell it at its highest
potential price. You’ll
most likely be met with
multiple offers, resulting
in substantially higher
than market value sales!
The key is to choose
the right offer to assure
the final sale price doesn’t
decrease during escrow. If you
have any questions, please call
and let me know.
Kevin Pike is a Senior
Real Estate and Probate
Specialist
with
Coldwell
Banker Great Valleys. He
works with all age groups to
help both buyers and sellers
achieve their greatest real
estate goals, and can be
reached at (818) 571-1508.
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On Site Design
& Installation
310.869.9079

Bercsi Development Inc.

Licensed and Insured

Lic# 945461
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We are grateful for those who have our back in this
important time. The list is long, but we want to
thank our first responders and front-line workers.
Especially in critical times, newspapers have your back.

COVID-19 is a national story that is impacting you at home and at work.
Your local newspaper is keeping you informed with current events in
your neighborhood and is bringing communities together in these
challenging times.
From the actions your local government is taking, to lists of local stores
that are delivering and tips on what to do while you’re at home, your
local newspaper is committed to bringing you the news you need,
when you need it.

WE ARE IN THIS

TOGETHER
Support your local newspaper.
Subscribe in print or online.

America’s Newspapers is a national association supporting journalism and healthy newspapers in our local communities.
Find out more at www.newspapers.org or follow us on Twitter @newspapersorg or on Facebook @americasnewspapers.

Register For a Free Digital Subscription at ValleyNewsGroup.com

